A patient from a large kindred with adrenoleukodystrophy showed profound disturbance of color ordering, color matching, increment thresholds, and luminosity. Except for color matching, his performance was similar to blue-cone "monochromacy," an X chromosome-linked recessive retinal dystrophy in which color vision is dichromatic, mediated by the visual pigments of rods and short-wavesensitive cones. Color matching, however, indicated that an abnormal rudimentary visual pigment was also present. This may reflect the presence of a recombinant visual pigment protein or altered regulation of residual pigment genes, due to DNA changes-deletion of the long-wave pigment gene and reorganized sequences 5' to the pigment gene cluster-that segregate with the metabolic defect in this kindred.
Recent papers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) have elucidated the molecular genetics and clinical features of adrenoleukodystrophy in boys and adrenomyeloneuropathy in adult men, which are alternative expressions of the same X chromosome-linked metabolic defect (1) . Such patients often have defective color vision (7) . We have examined (8) one kindred (kindred "O", identified in ref. 3) , showing that a chromosome deletion, beginning in and extending beyond the visual pigment gene cluster, segregates with the defective gene. Here, we investigate the color vision abnormality associated with this molecular defect. Such analyses can provide clues to the relationship between visual pigment genes and neural and perceptual mechanisms in normal human vision. Observations were made on one hemizygous male patient, II-3 from the 0 kindred, with compound myopic astigmatism and poor corrected visual acuity ( 
METHODS
Experimental methods are standard and well described elsewhere in the color literature: the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue (FM) test (9) , step-by-step heterochromatic spectral luminous efficiency measurements (10) , two-color increment-threshold measurements (11, 12) , Rayleigh matches (13) , spectral neutral-point determination (14) , and tristimulus color matching (15) . We briefly review the essential points ofeach ofthese methods in the corresponding results section. All tests except FM used only the right eye of patient 11-3. RESULTS (May 1987) FM Test. In the FM test, the subject is asked to order 85 colored papers (that to the normal eye differ chiefly in hue)
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in such fashion that each appears minimally different from its neighbors. Deviations from Munsell standard hue ordering are plotted as radius vectors in polar coordinates, where the angle represents the Munsell hue. Particular color defects tend to produce large radius vectors in characteristic angular regions. Fig. 1 shows the polar plot for patient 11-3. The wide distribution of moderate-to-large deviations suggests severe color blindness-e.g., rod monochromacy (RM) or blue-cone monochromacy (BCM). The latter is a retinal dystrophy recessively inherited (16) at Xq28. It is actually a form of dichromacy, in which the limited color discrimination is mediated by light absorbed in two visual pigments, rhodopsin and the short-wave-sensitive cone pigment (17) . For quantitative comparison, we fit the FM polar plot by a 2-cycle cosine function (18) . Table 1 compares the parameter estimates for II-3 (baseline, or total error score; amplitude, or degree of polarization; and phase) with estimated means and standard deviations for RM and BCM populations (Atsuschi Kandatsu, Kenji Kitahara, and M.A., unpublished data). Clearly, the FM profile ofII-3 is consistent with BCM and not very consistent with RM; in particular, his total error score is too low for RM.
Action Spectra. Two methods were used to estimate the spectral sensitivity of the color vision mechanisms of 11-3. The results obtained were entirely consistent with the expectations for BCM.
Step-by-step luminous efficiency. These measurements assess the radiance of monochromatic lights required for equal brightness, through brightness matching for successive pairs of nearby wavelengths that differ only slightly in color (10, 19) . Eight spectral traverses were completed by II-3. His luminous efficiency curve (peak -510 nm) was characteristic of rhodopsin absorption modified by a modest amount of macular screening pigment xanthophyll (20) . This is similar to the findings in both BCM (17) and RM (19) .
Two-color increment-threshold spectra. These experiments presented a large adapting colored background and measured threshold sensitivity for detection of a small centered increment, as a function of the wavenumber of the increment. Such measurements often indicate the peak spectral sensitivity of whatever color vision mechanism is least affected by the adapting background (11, 12, 21 sponding to middle-wave-or long-wave-sensitive cone mechanisms was found. Fig. 2 shows detailed results for two backgrounds that isolated short-wave and rhodopsin spectra most clearly. The theoretical curves fit to these data are modifications of the standard H3 field-sensitivity and scotopic luminous efficiency curves (22) . In each case, the standard curve has been modified by assuming a peak optical density of 0.15 for xanthophyll. The fits are noticeably worse if this correction is either omitted (density = 0) or set equal to the average value in the population (density 0.50). Whether II-3 had an abnormally low concentration of xanthophyll or used parafoveal fixation for the increment-detection task was not ascertained. Imperfect fit of the H3 curve could be due partly to experimental error, since the data consisted ofonly a single spectral traverse. Thus, the two smooth curves in Fig. 2 were taken as a reasonable guess for the action spectra of visual pigments in this observer.
Color Matching. Three types of color matches were undertaken: (i) adjustment of wavelength and intensity of a monochromatic light to match a fixed broadband light (neutral-point match); (ii) adjustment of intensity of a monochromatic light in the yellow spectral region to match red plus green bichromatic mixtures in various proportions (Rayleigh Table 1 . Two-cycle cosine fits to FM error profiles: Parameter estimates from Fig. 1 matches); and (iii) adjustment of the component intensities of a mixture of three monochromatic primaries to match each of a series of monochromatic lights (tristimulus matches). For BCM, as for other forms of dichromacy, one expects a characteristic narrow wavelength region in which the neutralpoint match can be made; for Rayleigh matches, one predicts the intensity ofyellow for each red plus green combination on the basis of the absorption spectrum of the single pigment mediating long-wavelength vision (rhodopsin, for BCM); and one expects the subject to use only two primaries, not three, to match monochromatic lights throughout the spectrum. None of these expectations was fulfilled by the present subject.
Spectral neutral point. Attempts of II-3 to match a monochromatic wavelength to a broad-band spectral distribution with a color temperature of =6000 K always failed. The closest possibility was -476 nm, described as ". . . the closest I've seen, but a difficulty I can't define prevents a match." In a previous study (17) , two BCM patients made neutral-point matches averaging =470 nm and 463 nm, with average deviation about the mean around 10 nm in each case. Neutral-point matches for protanopes and deuteranopes tend to be around 495 nm and 505 nm, respectively. Rayleigh matches. These matches were made with a Nagel anomaloscope (10) : the subject adjusts the intensity of a yellow to match various mixtures of green plus red. The data are plotted in Fig. 3 with a, the fraction of red in the red plus green mixture, as the abscissa, and ,f, the intensity of yellow, as the ordinate. Normal trichromats achieve a match only in a narrow range about one point in this plot: the dots in Fig.  3 show matches made by four normal trichromats in this instrument. Data for II-3 are plotted in Fig. 3 as the larger solid circles. The line in Fig. 3 anopes, whose Rayleigh matches are determined by middleand long-wave-sensitive cone pigment, are about -1 and 0, respectively, in this instrument.) However, unlike RM and BCM groups, II-3 was unable to obtain a good match for a > 0.8. The X symbols show II-3's settings under instructions to set the intensity of yellow as close as possible to a match. These latter points can be fit by an extension of the matching line, but II-3's inability to match exactly strongly suggests that another visual pigment was also involved in color coding for long-wavelength lights.
Color-matching functions. The Michigan tristimulus colorimeter (23) was used to make one, two, or three primary matches to monochromatic lights throughout the visible spectrum. Normal trichromats require three primaries to match all possible wavenumbers, with one of the three always used as a desaturant; i.e., it is mixed with the light to be matched rather than with the other two primaries. Dichromats, including BCM patients, require only two primaries, whereas RM patients require only one.
II-3's results are plotted in Fig. 4 is plotted with ordinate 83, the intensity of the yellow relative to its maximum value, and abscissa a, the intensity of the red component relative to its maximum (in this instrument, the relative intensity of the green primary is then 1 -a). The solid circles are settings of /3 for an exact match to values of a set by the examiner. The x symbols are two settings of /8 for a values that could not be matched exactly.
The straight line was fit by eye to the circles; its slope is close to that predicted from instrument calibration and relative absorption by rhodopsin at the three wavelengths. The cluster of small dots represents the limits of settings made with four normal eyes with the same instrument at the time of the observations on the patient. point is plotted, the primary in question was not used (log intensity = -oo).
Most of the spectrum was matched using only the green and blue primaries. These matches are fairly well predicted (solid and dashed curves) from the action spectra used to fit the increment-threshold data in Fig. 2 . The discrepancies on the negative branch of the blue primary are most likely due to poor color discrimination-note that those predicted negative values are very small in absolute value. However, there were two more serious discrepancies. (i) Instead of requiring the green primary as a desaturant for all test wavelengths shorter than the blue primary, the patient used positive amounts of the green primary for part of this range. (ii) Fig.  4 includes tristimulus values for the red primary. For the four test wavenumbers between 22,240 and 20,460 cm-1, a mixture of three primaries, including a red desaturant, was necessary. This strongly suggests that a third visual pigment is involved in color matching.
The results in Fig. 4 also establish a substantial violation of color-matching additivity (Grassmann's third law). To demonstrate this, let R, G, and B denote the three primaries, and let CA be the test stimulus of wavenumber A-1, all at unit intensity. For A-1 = 20,460 cm-', the trichromatic color match was:
[Il L.0000CA + 2.4049R = 0.9141G + 0.1159B.
However, the R primary could also be matched by G (middle section of Fig. 4 ):
1.OOOOR = 0.0007308G.
[2]
We now use Grassmann's law of additivity (24, 25) primaries. The ordinate is loglo of the absolute value of the tristimulus value (ratio of the radiance of one of the monochromatic primaries required in a three primary match for a given monochromatic test light, to the radiance of the test). The abscissa is the wavenumber of the test. v, Negative, or desaturating, amounts of a primary (added to the test light, rather than to the matching field); +, positive amounts; absence of symbol, zero amounts. Wavenumbers of the primaries are indicated in each panel by the vertical arrows. The smooth curves are theoretical distimulus matches, usingjust the blue and green primaries to equate quantum catch for each of two visual pigments, those whose quantized absorption spectra correspond to the smooth fits in Fig. 2 . Dashed lines, negative branches of these theoretical curves; solid lines, positive branches.
The patient had every opportunity to make the two primary match shown in Eq. 3. Indeed, the immediately preceding match, at 20,050 cm-1, was not very different from it, and when, at 20,460 cm-', he asked for the additional primary, the experimenter demanded that he first make every effort to complete the match with the two primaries already provided. This he was unable to do. Only with R as a desaturant could he achieve satisfactory matches in this part of the spectrum. Thus, neither apparatus limitations nor experimental procedure underlies this failure ofthe two primary match predicted by additivity.
RESULTS (February 1992)
Measurements concentrated on color matching and the evidence for a third visual pigment. At this time, however, color matching was strictly dichromatic. (i) There was a neutral zone extending from 20,000 cm-' to the long-wave spectral extreme: any monochromatic light in this region could be adjusted in intensity to match a broad spectral distribution. This suggests deterioration of color vision even beyond typical dichromacy including BCM. (ii) Satisfactory Rayleigh matches were made for all settings of a above 0.39 (see Fig.  3 ; below this value, there is insufficient yellow radiance available in the instrument). (iii) Two primaries sufficed for spectral color matching: in the spectral region of 25,000-20,400 cm-1, the green and blue primaries were used; for longer wavelengths, the green alone sufficed. In short, the evidence for a third pigment that seemed quite unequivocal in 1987 no longer was replicated.
DISCUSSION
The 1987 color-matching data departed from typical dichromatic behavior and violated additivity. These results have interesting implications concerning II-3's neural color code. Let X and p denote quantal absorption rates, respectively, for the short-wave-sensitive cone pigment and rhodopsin; we use subscripts B, G, and A to denote the respective quantal absorption rates for those two primaries and for CA.
A linear combination ofB and G primaries can be found to match any test stimulus CA with respect to both quantal absorption rates simultaneously. By linearity of photopigment absorption, the coefficients of the linear combination, bA and gA, satisfy: bAKB + gAXG = XA and bAPB + gAPG = PAk [4] For A-1 in the interval under discussion (22, 460 cm-'), one has XB > XA > XG and PB < PA < PG (see Fig. 2 ). From these inequalities, it is easily shown that Eq. 4 has unique positive solutions for bA and gA; i.e., a two primary match of the form in Eq. 3 should be attainable in a unique fashion. The failure to attain such a match, therefore, rules out mediation of color perception solely by rhodopsin and the short-wave-sensitive cones.
Moreover, if the color matches simply equated quantum catches for three photopigments, rather than two, an analog to Eq. 4 would still hold, with three linear equations in three unknowns; and from this linearity, additivity of color matches is predicted; hence, Eq. 3 would still follow from Eqs. 1 and 2. To escape this prediction, one must assume that color matches equate outputs of only two neural mechanisms, which are nonlinear functions of three photoreceptor inputs. For if there were only two photoreceptor inputs, equating the two-mechanism outputs amounts to solving two simultaneous nonlinear equations in two unknowns. Such solutions are locally unique and for many types of nonlinearity are globally so; thus two-mechanism equations would reduce to two photopigment equations, again implying additivity of color matching.
We Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90 (1993) remarkably reliable (for example, the FM results in Fig. 1 are highly similar to those obtained a year earlier and published in figure 2A of ref. 7) . Quantitatively, the FM results show closer similarity to BCM than to RM. Despite this resemblance, however, II-3 differed from typical dichromats in his anomaloscope matches, neutral point matches, and tristimulus colorimeter matches in 1987. These results indicated that another (probably cone) visual pigment was involved in color matching. Increment threshold data suggested that this was unlikely to be either the normal red or the normal green cone visual pigment. We think of it as a "rudimentary" pigment.
II-3 has one apparently normal green pigment gene by the identity of hybridizing restriction fragments (3, 5, 8) . Normal green pigment genes have also previously been found in BCM patients (16) . The rearrangement found 5' to the apparently normal green pigment gene in 11-3 (5, 8) may be responsible for the "rudimentary" visual pigment suggested by the psychophysical data, either by altering expression of the remaining gene or (less likely) by producing a fusion gene product.
An important genetic and physiologic consideration is that Nathans et al. (16) identified a region immediately 5' to the red pigment gene that is important for expression of all genes in the cluster. A probe for this region (JHN60) failed to recognize homologous sequences in this kindred (5, 8) . Thus, the control of transcription of the green visual pigment gene remaining in the hemizygote is not understood and could be aberrant due to additional sequences brought in by the rearrangement.
Neurologic changes in adrenomyeloneuropathy may progress and adult patients may continue to deteriorate in individual aspects of function (1). We likely have documented another example of such changes. Most dramatically, the wide neutral match region found in 1992 indicated considerable deterioration of color discrimination. Despite the interest in the 1987 psychophysical data, they cannot be simply related to DNA changes because we cannot be certain that II-3's neurologic function was completely normal at the time of that test.
